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Abstract
Sentiment analysis has been an important topic of discussion from two decades since Lee published his first paper on the sentimental
analysis in 2002. Apart from the sentimental analysis in English, it has spread its wing to other natural languages whose significance is
very important in a multi linguistic country like India. The traditional approaches in machine learning have paved better accuracy for the
Analysis. Deep Learning approaches have gained its momentum in recent years in sentimental analysis. Deep learning mimics the human
learning so expectations are to meet higher levels of accuracy. In this paper we have implemented sentimental analysis of tweets in South
Indian language Malayalam. The model used is Recurrent Neural Networks Long Short-Term Memory, a deep learning technique to
predict the sentiments analysis. Achieved accuracy was found increasing with quality and depth of the datasets.
Keywords: Sentimental Analysis; Deep Learning; Neural Network; Recurrent Neural Network.

1. Introduction
Facts and opinions are the two major types of textual information.
Expressions that are objective regarding an entity or event are
called as Facts. Likewise, expressions that are of subjective nature
are called Opinions. Opinions are so important that whenever a
decision is to be made others opinions are always taken into consideration. It applies not only to an individual but also to organisations. The word sentiments or opinion is of great importance to
humans. "What others think about" is the primary concern of an
individual in society. When it comes to business impact is still
bigger which intends to significant decisions. The word Opinion
Mining, Sentimental Analysis is more relevant to future than the
past. It has become the monetary measure for most probable business spanning out areas from product to politics.
E-commerce and social media have raised the level of sophistication of online users. There are varieties of platforms available on
the Internet to express the opinions, share the ideas, emotion and
interests. Twitter, Blogs, Facebook and Google Plus are most
popular social media platform where instant views are broadcasted. Prevailing factors such as availability of opinion mining systems which can automatically classify and summarises users' reviews have also marked the importance of sentimental analysis.
Finding opinion orientation in a piece of text concerning a topic is
called sentimental analysis. The semantic direction of the content
is critical information in the reviews or opinions, but current
search engines are not providing it.
Sentimental Analysis being the research topic can be dated back
on to 2001. Since then the major work was carried out in English,
the language is widely accepted. Natural language processing
gained the recent interest of researchers. Taking Malayalam- south
Indian language as a case study, according to census 2001,
33,066,392 of Indian population speaks the Malayalam language.
In the early days of last decade, Malayalam Unicode has widely
adopted user-generated contents like websites, forums and blogs.
There is an exponential increase in the amount of user-generated

content in Malayalam as Malayalam Unicode key inputs are supported by almost all latest handheld devices currently.
In this paper, a sentimental analyser for the Malayalam Language
based on neural network is proposed. The analyser classifies the
positive and negative sentiments associated with each sentence.
The analyser is based on recurrent neural network and long shortterm memory that mimics the learning system in human brains.
Layered approach of a neural network is to attain a much higher
level of accuracy. The training of the model happens in several
folds until target accuracy is achieved.

2. Related works
With the advent of machine learning algorithms, machines were
likely to interpret natural languages with much greater accuracy.
Statistical machine Translations were widely used in the natural
language Processing [1]. Development of the parallel corpus was
the main method used in statistical machine translation [2]. Machine Learning algorithms can be best evaluated while using it to
parse Garden Path sentences or the sentences having complex
structures[3].In the area of Sentimental Analysis, there are basically two basic approaches in sentimental analysis namely lexicon
based and machine learning. Algorithms based on lexicon approaches compares sentiment words and seed words [4]. Corpus
and Dictionary based are the prominent lexicon based algorithms.
These approaches are relative simple to implement since Dictionary is already available for almost all languages. But it more suited
for textbook Language rather than Natural Language. Supervised
and Unsupervised algorithms [5, 6] categorization showed much
differentiation in results and methods used in training and classifying datasets.
Supervised algorithms were based on features that need to be
specified beforehand. The probabilistic model of Naïve Bayesian
is one of the most popular algorithms [7]. Based on these features
identified; rules are formed that classify the results. There are two
phases of feature extraction, first, primary extraction of web data
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and converting to the standard format and next phase forming the
feature vectors [8]. Multinomial Naïve Bayesian is also a trusted
model of Bayesian versions. Support vector machines are one of
the baseline models for text classification that can be considered
for full-length sentimental analysis [9].
Automatic content generation and increased use of social media
with the fast-growing internet has made the task of researchers
even more difficult. Feature Extraction and feature identification
became chaos. The concept of unsupervised learning algorithms
paved the way for better machine learning algorithms. Unsupervised algorithms were able to decide upon features in the process
of training on the dataset and were able to perform well on exhaustive learning. As a result the new horizon of neural network
and deep learning emerged. Basic classification of machine learning algorithms is shown below in Fig. 1.
On the other hand data to analyze can fall into two types. First one
is structured and other is the unstructured data[10]. In case of unstructured data, it is important to normalize the data, to provide
better understanding to machine [11].While working with language datasets, structural, lexical and semantic ambiguities are to
be taken care [12].

Programmed Activation neuron is a classifier called as perceptron
which is capable of linearly separating the datasets. Neural networks can be applied to linearly separable data. The neuron can
accept input vector V=[x1, x2......,xn] and their corresponding
weights that decide the prominence of feature W= [w1, w2, wn]
respectively. The transfer function (ai) is evaluated as the summation of the product of input element, and corresponding weights
are given as ai= x1w1 + x2w2 +……………+xnwm + b, Where ‘b' is
the bias. The activation function f (ai) decides threshold attained,
which is given below
y = f (ai) =f (∑xiwi +b), where i=1 ton.
This model of neuron is to be trained with all possible datasets.
Weights and corresponding bias is adjusted through learning to
obtain minimum error, relative to target data.

4. Deep learning model for natural language
processing

3. Deep learning and neural network
Neural networks are used in deep learning in order to stimulate
decision making like humans. Neural networks as the name indicate imitates the neuron in human brain. Schematic for a neuron in
neural network is shown in the Fig. 1. Neuron cells spike the information to next neuron if activation signals cross certain threshold. Input and its corresponding weight is applied to a transfer
function and in turn fed to activation function that generates
threshold values.

Fig. 2: Bagnio’s Deep Learning Model for Natural Language Processing.

Fig. 1: Schematic for a Neuron in Neural Network.
Table 1: Classification of Algorithms Used in Sentimental Analysis
Sentimental
Analysis

Lexicon
Based

Dictionary
Based
Statistical
Corpus Based
Semantic
Decision Tree
Rule Based

Machine
Learning

SVM
Linear

Neural Network
Naïve Bayesian

Supervised
Probabilistic

Bayesian Network
Maximum
Entropy
CNN

Unsupervised

Deep Learning

LSTM
RNN

Bengio's primary model for Natural Language Processing is
shown above in Figure 2. Representation of words in a distributed
environment can be learned by using language modeling [13]. A
sequence of words forms corpus which is then associated with a
feature vector for its real value and probability function and its
parameters depicting sequence. The network is then trained with
this corpus.
Sentence Level Architecture of Natural Language Processing [14]
is shown in Fig. 3 that takes the whole sentence as input. The sequence layer followed by pooling layer creates feature map of a
fixed size. The feature map goes to neuron layers producing one
tag for each sentence. The Network model is characterized by a
dimension of word vectors, activation function and neural layers
which are tuned to achieve the best performance for a particular
task.
An end to end system that leads to output in just one step is basically called deep learning whose mathematical computation is
relatively high taking huge time for training [15]. Deep learning
paradigm can be categorized predominantly into convolution neural network and recurrent neural network. Convolution neural
networks (CNN) are based on word embeddings. Single convolution networks with a language model cater semi-supervised learning of generalized shared task improving the performance of analysis [16]. Other versions of CNN include CNN- rand that use
word vectors that are initialized randomly, CNN-static utilize
vectors that are pre-trained, that are never updated, CNN-nonstatic is same as static, but word vectors are updated during training. CNN-multichannel makes use of two set of word vectors out
of which one is updated, and other is not updated. A hybrid version of CNN and RNN framework is also used for better accuracy
[17].
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be stored for a longer term in LSTM model mostly from 10-12
steps of natural Language Processing Task. Better results are obtained if linear chain structure of LSTM is replaced by tree structure of the LSTM [23]. LSTM cell is shown below in figure 5.

Fig. 5: LSTM Cell.

7. Methodology

Fig. 3: Sentence Level Architecture of Natural Language Processing.

5. Recurrent neural networks (RNN)
Recurrent Neural Network Models [18] is shown in the figure 4 is
one of the models of neural networks that do not depend on size
about a window when natural language processing scenario is
considered. RNN can keep the record of all the input values that
are viewed by the network and also current input, which is value
hidden at each layer network depend on all the previously seen
inputs.

Fig. 4: Recurrent Neural Network with Three Time Steps.

Exhaustive training is to be done to this model and weights are to
be adjusted so that higher accuracy is obtained [19]. Recurrent
neural network in the scenario of sentimental analysis can also be
modeled based on Sentiment Treebank [20]. Deep Recursive Neural Network is one of the newest architecture found by stacking
multiple Neural Networks which can be used for fine-grained
classification [21].
6. Long short term memory (LSTM)
Long Short-Term Memory networks [22] are the new version of
the recurrent neural networks, but activation units are highly complicated. The memory cell is the major component of the unit.
Two ways in which information can be stored are Short-term
Memory that holds the recent history represented by activation
function of the neuron cell, based on back propagation, weights
that are modified is stored in Long-term Memory. Information can

The sentimental analysis system can address classifications of
sentiments in to binary as well as fine-grained over user reviews
and natural opinions in Malayalam. The slang of the language is
also to be understood by the system that is used at various places.
Better capturing of local syntax with the slang of the regions with
meaningful collocations should be identified to improve the
predictability of the sentiment analyser. The crucial component of
the proposed system is the sentiment analyser. The paper shows
the implementation of sentimental analyser using neural networks
and LSTM for Malayalam datasets. The algorithm used is
mentioned below.
Algorithm for RNN-LSTM
1)
2)
3)
4)

Open the file and read sentences and its tagged sentiments
Remove all punctuation and extra characters from the text
Split the sentences into individual words
Build a dictionary of words and map each word to integers
starting at 1
5) Convert sentences in to array of integers
6) Convert the sentiment labels (Positive/negative), to integers
1 & 0 respectively
7) Truncate reviews whose length is more than 250 to first 250
characters.
8) Remove zero length reviews and left pad 0s to reviews
shorter than 250.
9) Split the data in to Training (80%) & test (20%) data sets
10) Build the LSTM Graph with number of units in hidden layers in LSTM cells as 256, with 1 layer, batch size of 500
and learning rate of 0.01
11) Add an embedding layer with number of units in layer as
200
12) Create a LSTM cell for the graph with size of 256
13) Add dropouts to the inputs/outputs to the cell which wraps
the cell within another cell
14) Create multiple LSTM layers with multi RNN Cell
15) Add forward pass through RNN by passing vectors from
embedding layer
16) Convert training data to batches and feed in to model
17) Make test data in to batches and run through, and store accuracy percentage of each batch
18) Calculate Test Accuracy by taking average of batch accuracy values.
An output of the program is the sentiment of the sentence. The
basic Program block is depicted in the Fig. 7 given below.
Extensive training dataset was collected, and weights were
associated with each sentence in the dataset.
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Fig. 7: Basic Program Blocks.

Extensive training dataset was collected, and weights were
associated with each sentence in the dataset. Dataset is then fed to
neural model. The dataset has training data and test data. Training
data is textfile consisting of Malayalam language sentences that
are positive and negative. It is always desirable that some positive
and negative sentences in the training datasets are equal. Once
training of the model is done, and desirable Batch Accuracy is
obtained, Then the model can be used to predict the sentiments
associated with the Malayalam sentence fed as an input with
greater accuracy.

8. Experimental results and discussions
Input is fed in batches and accuracy of the model is evaluated each
time in batches. The average of batch accuracy will be the actual
accuracy of the model. Fig. 8 shows the snapshot of the test result.
Analysis of the Result collected and used to train and test the
model is highly significant. Fig. 9 shows the accuracy level attained. Initial batch Iterations have given low accuracy. Automatic
selection of features from data makes deep learning techniques
much better algorithm since it helps the programmer from the task
of identifying the features. This is very relevant in the case when
datasets grow and when numbers of features to be considered
grow exponentially.

Fig. 8: Results Snapshots.

200
Iterations

400

Fig. 9: Test Accuracy.

9. Conclusion
Sentimental Analysis is modeled by the methods of RNN-LSTM.
The average accuracy of 80 % is acquired by this model. The accuracy of the results can be still improved by having deeper datasets. Comparative approach can also be done with various Deep
Learning techniques. Deep Learning using RNN can also be used
for the sentimental analysis of other language domains and also to
deal with cross-linguistic problems.
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